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      supposition Accepted positions are thus the solid building blocks of a school’s entire system of thought, and as the core tenets of a tradition of thought, they serve to structure philosophical investigation and disputation. philosophical methodology, we again turn to what the classical (modern scholars, in contrast, disagree about who the opponent puts forth a challenge to the epistemology as a whole. defense of the reality of the world found in Chapter 3, “In attempt to justify our knowledge of would know the cognitive success and then to theorize about what sorts of processes or conditions give rise to them. Earlier in his com knowledge sources and their objects are connected . . . we can themselves be objects of knowledge, should we choose where 2 is used to justify 1 , 3 is used to justify 2 , and so on, or one must try to stop the regress with a mere assump tion that one has knowledge without proof. Chapter 2: Doubt and Philosophical Method [62.17–63.2]: prameya 2.1.16: And knowledge sources may be objects of knowl- edge, like a measuring scale. knowledge that arises from a connection of a sense faculty with an object.” 2.1.17: (Objector:) On the view (a) that knowledge sources are themselves established by knowledge sources, the unwanted consequence would be that still other knowl- edge sources would have to be proved. 2.1.18: (Objector:) Or if we say (b) one need not be established by another, then, in the same way, we should accept objects without reasons. 2.1.19: (Answer:) No, are established like the light of a lamp. Chapter 2: Doubt and Philosophical Method response to the problem of regress: in the very act of illuminating other things, light—similarly knowledge— makes itself known without requiring yet another source of , our knowledge of them would be the foundation of all the rest of our knowledge. According to this idea, knowledge sources generate knowledge of themselves as they gener horns of the skeptical dilemma: there would be no need for another knowledge source, nor would there be postulation prets the lamp analogy in a way that underscores the fact that modern family of views called , which holds that interlocking consistency within one’s belief system is beliefs generated by can be employed by us in meant with the lamp analogy, our commentator now takes dharma cesses that generate knowledge, identifying four irreducible : perception, inference, analogy, and testimony. or controversy arises, a responsible epistemic agent typical ly shifts to careful sorting through the evidence to adjudi Chapter 2: Doubt and Philosophical Method working to gether to produce a web of interlocking beliefs, some of which approach, which alleges that the theory is beset by an guide us in our practical pursuits, and with especially im stresses. Our need to act requires us to trust cognition if there aren’t good reasons to doubt, or else we would hardly element to its epistemology, in that such default trust serves as a basis for thought and action that is secure, so long as there are always reviewable and revisable in principle, should the need arise. reasons in support of default trust in cognition, reasons that Suggestions for Further Reading Inductive Reasoning: A Study of Journal of Indian Philosophy Visva Bharati Journal of Philosophy Journal of Indian Philosophy Study Questions tarka tarka ) Chapter 2: Doubt and Philosophical Method foundationalism coherentism 
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